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General Comment

The NRC's Waste Confidence Rule, as the US Court correctly ruled, was a "faith-based" regulation that ignored reality. In essence it
was "the rapture rule," a cynical end-run around accountability on the part of those entrusted, nay, pre-emptively, exclusively charged
with ensuring public health and safety. Storage of high level radioactively-charged fuel rods is the elephant in the room of Nuclear
Power. A "pre-deployed weapon of mass destruction," the most dangerous part of a nuclear power station, which is outside
containment and therefore cannot be isolated from the environment, should any number of accidents, acts of nature, human error or
malicious attack befall it. Better researchers than I have recommended how to deal with this: HOSS. Hardened on site storage. Dry
casks withstood the test at Fukushima. Had most of the irradiated fuel there been in dry casks, we would not be facing the largest
contamination event of the Pacific Ocean in history. Hardened dry casks placed within a berm would be better protected from
malicious assault, a reality in today's world which cannot be allowed to fall in the cracks between homeland defense and nuclear
regulatory agencies. It has to be dealt with. Every community housing such waste should have the right to a full NEPA-compliant
review of all of the potential environmental impacts of a failure of spent fuel storage on their community and region, and a full study
of ALL the alternatives to continued production and storage of high level nuclear waste. This review and full public participation
rights should cover all existing plants, licensed under the "faith based", illegal Waste Confidence rule, as well as any new or extended
licenses. No more ducking and shucking, NRC. Do the work.
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